HYBRID VEHICLE AND POWER CONTROL METHOD OF HYBRID VEHICLE

A charging port (110) receives electric power supplied from a power supply (210) external to a vehicle. A charger (120) is configured to convert a voltage of electric power input from the charging port (110) and charge a power storage device (70). A block heater (140) receives operation power from the charger (120) and warms up an engine (10). When the block heater (140) is connected to a power supply port (130) electrically connected to the charger (120), an ECU (165) controls the charger (120) to give higher priority to power feeding to the block heater (140) than to charging of the power storage device (70).
Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a hybrid vehicle that travels by using motive power output from at least one of an internal combustion engine and a motor for vehicle traveling, and a method for controlling electric power of the hybrid vehicle. Particularly, the present invention relates to a hybrid vehicle in which a vehicle-mounted power storage device can be charged from a power supply external to the vehicle, and a method for controlling electric power of the hybrid vehicle.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Japanese Utility Model Laying-Open No. 6-823 (Patent Document 1) discloses a vehicle interior preliminary heating control apparatus for an electric vehicle. In this vehicle interior preliminary heating control apparatus, a heating and cooling device is connected to an output line of a vehicle-mounted charger. After charging of a battery for traveling by the vehicle-mounted charger is completed and an electric outlet has room in terms of the capacity, passage of electric power through the heating and cooling device is controlled for vehicle interior preliminary heating (see Patent Document 1).

PRIOR ART DOCUMENTS

PATENT DOCUMENTS


SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0004] In recent years, a hybrid vehicle that can travel by using motive power output from at least one of an engine and a motor for traveling has been receiving attention. The hybrid vehicle has a power storage device, an inverter and a motor driven by the inverter mounted thereon as a power source for traveling, in addition to the engine.

[0005] In such hybrid vehicle as well, a vehicle in which the vehicle-mounted power storage device can be charged from a power supply external to the vehicle is known. For example, a power supply outlet provided at home is connected to a charging port provided at the vehicle by using a charging cable, so that the power storage device is charged from a household power supply. Such hybrid vehicle in which the vehicle-mounted power storage device can be charged from the power supply external to the vehicle will also be referred to as "plug-in hybrid vehicle" hereinafter.

[0006] Since the plug-in hybrid vehicle also has the engine mounted thereon, a block heater for engine warm-up is required to ensure the startability of the engine in cold regions. A power supply for the block heater is required to warm up the engine by using the block heater. In the plug-in hybrid vehicle, it is necessary to connect the charging cable in order to charge the power storage device from the power supply external to the vehicle. Therefore, separately connecting a power feeding cable for the block heater to the power supply outlet impairs the user's convenience.

[0007] In addition, in the plug-in hybrid vehicle, the power storage device can be charged with electric power generated using the engine, even if the power storage device cannot be charged sufficiently from the power supply external to the vehicle. However, when the engine cannot be warmed up and started at extremely low temperature, the electric power generation using the engine becomes impossible and there is a possibility that even the plug-in hybrid vehicle cannot travel.

[0008] Thus, the present invention has been made to solve the above problems, and an object thereof is to provide a hybrid vehicle in which the user's convenience can be taken into consideration and electric power can be appropriately fed to a block heater.

[0009] In addition, another object of the present invention is to provide a method for controlling electric power of a hybrid vehicle in which the user's convenience can be taken into consideration and electric power can be appropriately fed to a block heater.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

[0010] According to the present invention, a hybrid vehicle is directed to a hybrid vehicle that travels by using motive power output from at least one of an internal combustion engine and a motor for vehicle traveling, including: a power storage device; an electric power receiving unit; a charging device; a heater; and a controller. The power storage device stores electric power to be supplied to the motor. The electric power receiving unit receives electric power supplied from a power supply external to the vehicle. The charging device is configured to convert a voltage of electric power input from the electric power receiving unit and charge the power storage device. The heater receives operation power from the charging device and warms up the internal combustion engine. The controller controls the charging device to give higher priority to power feeding to the heater than to charging of the power storage device, when the heater is electrically connected to the charging device.

[0011] Preferably, the controller changes charging control over the power storage device based on whether or not the heater is electrically connected to the charging device.
[0012] Preferably, the hybrid vehicle further includes a power supply port. The power supply port is provided within an engine room where the internal combustion engine is housed, for receiving electric power from the charging device. The heater is configured to be attachable/detachable from/to the power supply port.

[0013] In addition, preferably, the hybrid vehicle further includes a switch for switching between operation and non-operation of the heater. The controller controls the charging device to give higher priority to power feeding to the heater than to charging of the power storage device, when the switch is ON.

[0014] Preferably, the hybrid vehicle further includes a first temperature sensor. The first temperature sensor detects a temperature of the internal combustion engine. The controller controls charging of the power storage device and power feeding to the heater, based on a value detected by the first temperature sensor and a state of charge of the power storage device.

[0015] More preferably, the controller controls the charging device to give higher priority to power feeding to the heater than to charging of the power storage device, when the value detected by the first temperature sensor is lower than a first predefined value and the heater is electrically connected to the charging device.

[0016] More preferably, the controller controls the charging device to end power feeding to the heater when the value detected by the first temperature sensor reaches the first predefined value or higher, and controls the charging device to charge the power storage device when an amount of a state indicating the state of charge of the power storage device is lower than a second predefined value at the end of power feeding to the heater.

[0017] In addition, more preferably, the controller controls the charging device to charge the power storage device when the heater is electrically disconnected from the charging device and when an amount of a state indicating the state of charge of the power storage device is lower than a second predefined value.

[0018] Preferably, the hybrid vehicle further includes: a second temperature sensor; and an electric-powered air conditioner. The second temperature sensor detects a temperature of a vehicle interior. The electric-powered air conditioner is operated by the electric power stored in the power storage device or the electric power input from the electric power receiving unit. The electric-powered air conditioner conditions air in the vehicle interior before a user gets in the vehicle, based on a pre-air-conditioning command for requesting air conditioning of the vehicle interior before the user gets in the vehicle. The controller controls charging of the power storage device, power feeding to the heater and operation of the electric-powered air conditioner, based on further a value detected by the second temperature sensor and the pre-air-conditioning command.

[0019] More preferably, the controller controls the charging device to give higher priority to power feeding to the heater than to charging of the power storage device and the operation of the electric-powered air conditioner, when the value detected by the first temperature sensor is lower than a predefined value and the heater is electrically connected to the charging device.

[0020] Preferably, the hybrid vehicle further includes an electrically heated catalyst device. The electrically heated catalyst device receives electric power from the power storage device and purifies exhaust gas discharged from the internal combustion engine. The controller exercises electric power control to give higher priority to power feeding to the electrically heated catalyst device than to power feeding to the heater, when startup of the internal combustion engine is anticipated.

[0021] Preferably, the hybrid vehicle further includes an electric power generating device. The electric power generating device is configured to generate electric power by using the motive power output from the internal combustion engine and charge the power storage device. The controller controls the charging device to feed electric power from the power storage device to the heater, when the electric power receiving unit does not receive electric power from the power supply.

[0022] According to the present invention, a method for controlling electric power of a hybrid vehicle is directed to a method for controlling electric power of a hybrid vehicle that travels by using motive power output from at least one of an internal combustion engine and a motor for vehicle traveling. The hybrid vehicle includes: a power storage device; an electric power generating device; an electric power generating device for vehicle traveling. The hybrid vehicle further includes: a power supply port. The power supply port is provided within an engine room where the internal combustion engine is housed, for receiving electric power from the charging device. The method for controlling electric power further includes the steps of: determining whether or not the heater is electrically connected to the charging device; determining whether or not the hybrid vehicle is traveling; controlling the charging device to give higher priority to power feeding to the heater than to charging of the power storage device, when the hybrid vehicle is traveling; controlling the charging device to give lower priority to power feeding to the heater than to charging of the power storage device, when the hybrid vehicle is not traveling; controlling the power storage device to charge the power storage device. The heater receives operation power from the charging device and warms up the internal combustion engine. The method for controlling electric power includes the steps of: determining whether or not the heater is electrically connected to the charging device; and controlling the charging device to give higher priority to power feeding to the heater than to charging of the power storage device, when it is determined that the heater is electrically connected to the charging device.

[0023] Preferably, the method for controlling electric power further includes the step of changing charging control over the power storage device based on whether or not the heater is electrically connected to the charging device.

[0024] Preferably, the method for controlling electric power further includes the step of determining whether or not a temperature of the internal combustion engine is lower than a predefined value. In the step of controlling the charging device, the charging device is controlled to give higher priority to power feeding to the heater than to charging of the power storage device, when it is determined that the temperature is lower than the predefined value.
ined value and it is determined that the heater is electrically connected to the charging device.

More preferably, the hybrid vehicle further includes an electric-powered air conditioner. The electric-powered air conditioner is operated by the electric power stored in the power storage device or the electric power input from the electric power receiving unit. The electric-powered air conditioner conditions air in a vehicle interior before a user gets in the vehicle, based on a pre-air-conditioning command for requesting air conditioning of the vehicle interior before the user gets in the vehicle.

In the step of controlling the charging device, the charging device is controlled to give higher priority to power feeding to the heater than to charging of the power storage device and operation of the electric-powered air conditioner.

Preferably, the hybrid vehicle further includes an electrically heated catalyst device. The electrically heated catalyst device receives electric power from the power storage device and purifies exhaust gas discharged from the internal combustion engine. The method for controlling electric power further includes the step of exercising electric power control to give higher priority to power feeding to the electrically heated catalyst device than to power feeding to the heater, when startup of the internal combustion engine is anticipated.

**EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION**

In the present invention, the power storage device can be charged from the power supply external to the vehicle. In addition, the heater for receiving the operation power from the charging device and warming up the internal combustion engine is provided. When the heater is electrically connected to the charging device, the charging device is controlled to feed electric power to the heater. Therefore, it is unnecessary to separately provide a power cable for power feeding from the power supply external to the vehicle to the heater. In addition, the charging device is controlled to give higher priority to power feeding to the heater than to charging of the power storage device. Therefore, power feeding to the heater is attained even if the power storage device cannot be charged sufficiently from the power supply external to the vehicle.

Hence, according to the present invention, the user’s convenience can be taken into consideration and the internal combustion engine can be appropriately warmed up.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

Fig. 1 is an overall block diagram of a plug-in hybrid vehicle according to a first embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 illustrates a collinear chart of a power split device.

Fig. 3 is a configuration diagram of a charger and an ECU shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 is a flowchart for describing a control structure of the ECU shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 is a flowchart of a block heater operation determination process shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 is a flowchart of a pre-air-conditioning operation determination process shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 7 is a flowchart of an external charging control process shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 8 is a flowchart for describing the operation of an ECU in a modification of the first embodiment at the time of traveling.

Fig. 9 is an overall block diagram of a plug-in hybrid vehicle according to a second embodiment.

Fig. 10 is a configuration diagram of a charger and an ECU shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 11 is a flowchart for describing the operation of the ECU shown in Fig. 10 at the time of traveling.

Fig. 12 is a configuration diagram of an electrical system of a plug-in hybrid vehicle according to a third embodiment.

Fig. 13 illustrates a zero-phase equivalent circuit of first and second inverters as well as first and second MGs shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 14 is a configuration diagram when a switch is provided in order that a user can switch between the operation and the non-operation of the block heater.

**MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION**

Embodiments of the present invention will be hereinafter described in detail with reference to the drawings. The same or corresponding portions are represented by the same reference characters in the drawings, and description thereof will not be repeated.

**[First Embodiment]**

Fig. 1 is an overall block diagram of a plug-in hybrid vehicle according to a first embodiment of the present invention. Referring to Fig. 1, this plug-in hybrid vehicle 1 includes an engine 10, a first MG (Motor Generator) 20, a second MG 30, a power split device 40, a reduction gear 50, a motor drive device 60, a power storage device 70, a drive wheel 80, and an engine room 90. Plug-in hybrid vehicle 1 further includes a charging port 110, a charger 120, a power supply port 130, a block heater 140, a power supply plug 150, an electric-powered air conditioner 160, an ECU (Electronic Control Unit) 165, and temperature sensors 170 and 180.

Engine 10, first MG 20 and second MG 30 are coupled to power split device 40. This plug-in hybrid vehicle 1 travels by using driving force from at least one of engine 10 and second MG 30. Motive power generated by engine 10 is split by power split device 40 into two paths, that is, one path through which the motive power...
is transmitted to drive wheel 80 via reduction gear 50, and the other through which the motive power is transmitted to first MG 20.

[0034] First MG 20 and second MG 30 are AC rotating electric machines, and are three-phase AC synchronous motors, for example. First MG 20 and second MG 30 are driven by motor drive device 60. First MG 20 generates electric power by using the motive power of engine 10 split by power split device 40. For example, when a state of charge (that will also be referred to as “SOC (State of Charge)” hereinafter) of power storage device 70 falls below a predetermined value, engine 10 starts and electric power is generated by first MG 20. The electric power generated by first MG 20 is converted from AC to DC by motor drive device 60, and then is stored in power storage device 70.

[0035] Second MG 30 generates driving force by using at least one of the electric power stored in power storage device 70 and the electric power generated by first MG 20. The driving force of second MG 30 is transmitted to drive wheel 80 via reduction gear 50. As a result, second MG 30 assists engine 10 or causes the vehicle to travel by using the driving force from second MG 30. Although drive wheel 80 is shown as a front wheel in Fig. 1, a rear wheel may be driven by second MG 30, instead of the front wheel or together with the front wheel.

[0036] It is noted that, at the time of braking and the like of the vehicle, second MG 30 is driven by drive wheel 80 via reduction gear 50, and second MG 30 is operated as a generator. As a result, second MG 30 is operated as a regenerative brake for converting kinetic energy of the vehicle to electric power. The electric power generated by second MG 30 is stored in power storage device 70.

[0037] Power split device 40 is formed of a planetary gear including a sun gear, a pinion gear, a carrier, and a ring gear. The pinion gear engages the sun gear and the ring gear. The carrier rotatably supports the pinion gear, and in addition, is coupled to a crankshaft of engine 10. The sun gear is coupled to a rotation shaft of first MG 20. The ring gear is coupled to a rotation shaft of second MG 30 and reduction gear 50.

[0038] Engine 10, first MG 20 and second MG 30 are coupled with power split device 40 formed of the planetary gear being interposed therebetween, so that the relationship between rotation speeds of engine 10, first MG 20 and second MG 30 is such that they are connected by a straight line in a collinear chart as shown in Fig. 2.

[0039] Referring again to Fig. 1, motor drive device 60 receives electric power from power storage device 70 and drives first MG 20 and second MG 30. In addition, motor drive device 60 converts AC electric power generated by first MG 20 and/or second MG 30 to DC electric power, and outputs the DC electric power to power storage device 70.

[0040] Block heater 140 is attached to engine 10, and can warm up engine 10 by receiving electric power input from power supply plug 150 and producing heat. A known block heater can be used as this block heater 140.

[0041] Power supply port 130 is electrically connected to charger 120 (that will be described hereinafter). By connecting power supply plug 150 of block heater 140 to power supply port 130, electric power can be fed from charger 120 to block heater 140. Power supply plug 150 is configured to be attachable/detachable from/to power supply port 130 by the user.

[0042] Temperature sensor 170 detects the temperature of engine 10 and outputs the detected value to ECU 165. It is noted that temperature sensor 170 may directly detect the surface temperature of engine 10 or may estimate the temperature of engine 10 by detecting the temperature of the cooling water of engine 10. In the following, temperature sensor 170 is configured to detect the temperature of the cooling water of engine 10.

[0043] Engine 10, first MG 20, second MG 30, power split device 40, reduction gear 50, motor drive device 60, block heater 140, power supply port 130, and temperature sensor 170 are placed within engine room 90.

[0044] Power storage device 70 is a rechargeable DC power supply, and is formed of a secondary battery such as nickel-metal hydride and lithium ion, for example. The voltage of power storage device 70 is, for example, about 200 V. In addition to the electric power generated by first MG 20 and second MG 30, electric power supplied from a power supply 210 external to the vehicle is stored in power storage device 70, as will be described hereinafter. It is noted that a large-capacitance capacitor can also be employed as power storage device 70.

[0045] Charging port 110 is an electric power interface for receiving electric power from power supply 210 external to the vehicle. At the time of charging of power storage device 70 from power supply 210, a connector 200 of a charging cable through which electric power is supplied from power supply 210 to the vehicle is connected to charging port 110.

[0046] Charger 120 is electrically connected to charging port 110, power storage device 70 and power supply port 130. When connector 200 of the charging cable is connected to charging port 110, charger 120 converts the voltage of the electric power supplied from power supply 210 to the voltage level of power storage device 70, and charges power storage device 70. At this time, when power supply plug 150 of block heater 140 is connected to power supply port 130 within engine room 90, charger 120 outputs the electric power supplied from power supply 210, to block heater 140. When power supply plug 150 is not connected to power supply port 130, charger 120 does not output the electric power to power supply port 130. A configuration of charger 120 will be described later in detail.

[0047] Electric-powered air conditioner 160 operates by receiving electric power from power storage device 70 or charger 120. Electric-powered air conditioner 160 adjusts the temperature of a vehicle interior to a preset temperature, based on a value detected by temperature sensor 180 for detecting the temperature of the vehicle
interior. In addition, this electric-powered air conditioner 160 is configured to be capable of performing pre-air conditioning by which air in the vehicle interior is conditioned before the user gets in the vehicle, based on a pre-air-conditioning command set by the user.

[0048] ECU 165 generates drive signals for driving motor drive device 60, charger 120 and electric-powered air conditioner 160, and outputs the generated drive signals to motor drive device 60, charger 120 and electric-powered air conditioner 160. A configuration of ECU 165 will be described later in detail.

[0049] Fig. 3 is a configuration diagram of charger 120 and ECU 165 shown in Fig. 1. Referring to Fig. 3, charger 120 includes AC/DC converting units 310 and 340, a DC/AC converting unit 320, an insulating transformer 330, a relay 362, and current sensors 372 and 374.

[0050] Each of AC/DC converting units 310 and 340 and DC/AC converting unit 320 is formed of a single-phase bridge circuit. AC/DC converting unit 310 converts AC electric power provided from power supply 210 external to the vehicle to charging port 110, to DC electric power and outputs the DC electric power to DC/AC converting unit 320, based on the drive signal from ECU 165. DC/AC converting unit 320 converts the DC electric power supplied from AC/DC converting unit 310 to high-frequency AC electric power and outputs the AC electric power to insulating transformer 330, based on the drive signal from ECU 165.

[0051] Insulating transformer 330 includes a core made of a magnetic material, as well as a primary coil and a secondary coil wound around the core. The primary coil and the secondary coil are electrically insulated, and are connected to DC/AC converting unit 320 and AC/DC converting unit 340, respectively. Insulating transformer 330 converts the high-frequency AC electric power received from DC/AC converting unit 320 to the voltage level corresponding to the winding ratio of the primary coil and the secondary coil, and outputs the converted electric power to AC/DC converting unit 340. AC/DC converting unit 340 converts the AC electric power output from insulating transformer 330 to DC electric power and outputs the DC electric power to power storage device 70, based on the drive signal from ECU 165.

[0052] Power supply port 130 to which block heater 140 can be connected is connected between AC/DC converting unit 310 and charging port 110 with relay 362 interposed. Relay 362 is turned on/off based on the drive signal from ECU 165.

[0053] Current sensor 372 detects a current I1 supplied from power supply 210, and outputs the detected value to ECU 165. Current sensor 374 detects a current I2 output from charger 120 to power storage device 70, and outputs the detected value to ECU 165.

[0054] It is noted that a voltage sensor 376 detects a voltage Vb of power storage device 70 and outputs the detected value to ECU 165. A current sensor 378 detects a current Ib input and output from/to power storage device 70, and outputs the detected value to ECU 165.

[0055] ECU 165 receives each of the values detected by current sensors 372, 374, 378 and voltage sensor 376. In addition, ECU 165 receives each of detected values of temperatures TE and TI detected by temperature sensors 170 and 180 (Fig. 1), respectively. Furthermore, ECU 165 receives a signal HC indicating whether or not power supply plug 150 of block heater 140 (Fig. 1) is connected to power supply port 130. Furthermore, ECU 165 receives a pre-air-conditioning command PRE indicating whether or not to perform pre-air conditioning by which air in the vehicle interior is conditioned before the user gets in the vehicle. It is noted that whether or not power supply plug 150 is connected to power supply port 130 can be sensed by, for example, a sensor. In addition, pre-air-conditioning command PRE is set by the user who requests pre-air conditioning to be performed.

[0056] Then, based on each signal described above, ECU 165 controls charging of power storage device 70 from power supply 210, power feeding to block heater 140 connected to power supply port 130, and pre-air conditioning by using electric-powered air conditioner 160 (Fig. 1), in a coordinated manner, by using a method that will be described hereinafter.

[0057] Fig. 4 is a flowchart for describing a control structure of ECU 165 shown in Fig. 3. It is noted that the process in this flowchart is called for execution from a main routine at regular time intervals or whenever a pre-defined condition is satisfied.

[0058] Referring to Fig. 4, ECU 165 determines whether or not the operation mode of the vehicle is the charging mode (step S10). For example, when it is sensed that connector 200 (Fig. 1) of power supply 210 is connected to charging port 110 (Fig. 1), ECU 165 determines that the operation mode of the vehicle is the charging mode. If it is determined that the operation mode is not the charging mode (NO in step S10), ECU 165 does not execute the subsequent process and moves the process to step S50.

[0059] If it is determined in step S10 that the operation mode is the charging mode (YES in step S10), ECU 165 executes a block heater operation determination process (step S20). Next, ECU 165 executes a pre-air-conditioning operation determination process (step S30). Subsequently, ECU 165 executes an external charging control process (step S40).

[0060] Fig. 5 is a flowchart of the block heater operation determination process shown in Fig. 4. Referring to Fig. 5, ECU 165 calculates an SOC (indicated by 0 to 100 % with respect to the fully charged state) of power storage device 70, based on the detected values of voltage Vb and current Ib of power storage device 70, and determines whether or not the calculated SOC is higher than or equal to a prescribed upper limit (step S110). It is noted that this upper limit is a determination value for determining that charging of power storage device 70 is completed. In addition, a known method can be used as a method for calculating the SOC.

[0061] If it is determined in step S110 that the SOC of
power storage device 70 is lower than the upper limit (NO in step S110), that is, if it is determined that charging of power storage device 70 is not completed, ECU 165 sets a value X1 (e.g., -30°C) as a threshold temperature X of the temperature of the cooling water of engine 10 (step S120). This value X1 is a threshold temperature for determining whether or not warm-up of engine 10 by block heater 140 has higher priority than charging of power storage device 70 in order to prevent the state in which engine 10 cannot be started due to extremely low temperature.

Next, ECU 165 determines whether or not the temperature of the cooling water of engine 10 is lower than threshold temperature X, based on the detected value of temperature TE from temperature sensor 170 (Fig. 1) (step S140). If it is determined that the temperature of the cooling water of engine 10 is lower than threshold temperature X (YES in step S140), ECU 165 determines whether or not power supply plug 150 of block heater 140 is connected to power supply port 130 (Fig. 1), based on signal HC (step S150). If it is determined that block heater 140 is connected to power supply port 130 (YES in step S150), ECU 165 turns on relay 362 (Fig. 3). As a result, electric power is fed to block heater 140 (step S160). If it is determined in step S140 that the temperature of the cooling water of engine 10 is higher than or equal to threshold temperature TI from temperature sensor 180 (Fig. 1) (step S140), or it is determined in step S150 that block heater 140 is not connected to power supply port 130 (NO in step S150), ECU 165 turns off relay 362. As a result, electric power is not fed to block heater 140 (step S170).

Fig. 6 is a flowchart of the pre-air-conditioning operation determination process shown in Fig. 4. Referring to Fig. 6, ECU 165 determines whether or not pre-air-conditioning command PRE indicating whether or not to perform pre-air conditioning by which air in the vehicle interior is conditioned before the user gets in the vehicle is ON (step S210). If pre-air-conditioning command PRE is OFF (NO in step S210), ECU 165 moves the process to step S240, and air conditioning by electric-powered air conditioner 160 (Fig. 1) is turned off (step S240).

If it is determined in step S210 that pre-air-conditioning command PRE is ON (YES in step S210), ECU 165 determines whether or not the temperature of the cooling water of engine 10 is lower than value X1, based on the detected value of temperature TE from temperature sensor 170 (Fig. 1) (step S220). It is noted that this value X1 is the threshold temperature for determining whether or not warm-up of engine 10 by block heater 140 has higher priority than charging of power storage device 70.

If it is determined in step S220 that the temperature of the cooling water of engine 10 is lower than value X1 (YES in step S220), ECU 165 determines whether or not power supply plug 150 of block heater 140 is connected to power supply port 130 (Fig. 1), based on signal HC (step S230). If it is determined that block heater 140 is connected to power supply port 130 (YES in step S230), ECU 165 moves the process to step S240. In other words, in this case, although pre-air conditioning is requested, pre-air conditioning is not performed and warm-up of engine 10 by block heater 140 has higher priority because the temperature of the cooling water of engine 10 is lower than value X1 and block heater 140 is connected to power supply port 130.

On the other hand, if it is determined in step S220 that the temperature of the cooling water of engine 10 is higher than or equal to value X1 (NO in step S220), or if it is determined in step S230 that block heater 140 is not connected to power supply port 130 (NO in step S230), ECU 165 determines whether or not the SOC of power storage device 70 is higher than or equal to the prescribed upper limit (step S250). It is noted that this upper limit is the determination value for determining that charging of power storage device 70 is completed.

If it is determined in step S250 that the SOC of power storage device 70 is lower than the upper limit (NO in step S250), that is, if it is determined that charging of power storage device 70 is not completed, ECU 165 sets a value Y1 (e.g., 0°C) as a threshold temperature Y of the temperature of the vehicle interior (step S260). On the other hand, if it is determined in step S250 that the SOC of power storage device 70 is higher than or equal to the upper limit (YES in step S250), that is, if it is determined that charging of power storage device 70 is completed, ECU 165 sets a value Y2 (e.g., 10°C) that is higher than value Y1, as threshold temperature Y of the temperature of the vehicle interior (step S270).

Next, ECU 165 determines whether or not the temperature of the vehicle interior is lower than threshold temperature Y, based on the detected value of temperature TI from temperature sensor 180 (Fig. 1) (step S280). If it is determined that the temperature of the vehicle interior is lower than threshold temperature Y (YES in step S280), ECU 165 causes electric-powered air conditioner 160 to operate (step S290). As a result, pre-air conditioning is performed based on pre-air-conditioning command PRE. On the other hand, if it is determined in step S280 that the temperature of the vehicle interior is higher than or equal to threshold temperature Y (NO in step S280), ECU 165 moves the process to step S240.
nation process, even if pre-air-conditioning command PRE is ON, air conditioning by electric-powered air conditioner 160 is turned off because power feeding to block heater 140 has high priority when the temperature of the engine cooling water is lower than value X1 and block heater 140 is connected to power supply port 130. On the other hand, when electric power is not fed to block heater 140 and when the temperature of the vehicle interior is lower than threshold temperature Y, pre-air conditioning has higher priority than charging of power storage device 70. It is noted that, after charging is completed, larger air-conditioning capability than that obtained during charging can be ensured and threshold temperature Y (Y2) that is higher than that set during charging is set because power feeding to power storage device 70 is unnecessary.

[0072] Fig. 7 is a flowchart of the external charging control process shown in Fig. 4. Referring to Fig. 7, if ECU 165 determines that electric power is fed to block heater 140 and air conditioning (pre-air conditioning) by electric-powered air conditioner 160 is performed (YES in step S310), ECU 165 sets a predefined charging power command 1 as a target value of electric power for charging power storage device 70 (step S320). This charging power command 1 is a value obtained by subtracting rated power of block heater 140 and electric-powered air conditioner 160 from rated power that can be supplied from power supply 210 (Fig. 1) external to the vehicle.

[0073] If ECU 165 determines that electric power is fed to block heater 140 and air conditioning (pre-air conditioning) by electric-powered air conditioner 160 is turned off (YES in step S330), ECU 165 sets a predefined charging power command 2 as the target value of the electric power for charging power storage device 70 (step S340). This charging power command 2 is a value obtained by subtracting the rated power of block heater 140 from the rated power that can be supplied from power supply 210.

[0074] If ECU 165 determines that electric power is not fed to block heater 140 and air conditioning (pre-air conditioning) by electric-powered air conditioner 160 is performed (YES in step S350), ECU 165 sets a predefined charging power command 3 as the target value of the electric power for charging power storage device 70 (step S360). This charging power command 3 is a value obtained by subtracting the rated power of electric-powered air conditioner 160 from the rated power that can be supplied from power supply 210.

[0075] If ECU 165 determines that neither power feeding to block heater 140 nor air conditioning (pre-air conditioning) by electric-powered air conditioner 160 is performed (NO in step S350), ECU 165 sets a predefined charging power command 4 as the target value of the electric power for charging power storage device 70 (step S370). This charging power command 4 corresponds to the rated power that can be supplied from power supply 210.

[0076] Then, until it is determined that the SOC of power storage device 70 is higher than or equal to the predefined upper limit, ECU 165 controls AC/DC converting units 310 and 340 as well as DC/AC converting unit 320 such that power storage device 70 is charged from power supply 210 through AC/DC converting unit 310, DC/AC converting unit 320, insulating transformer 330, and AC/DC converting unit 340 in turn, in accordance with the setting charging power command. If it is determined that the SOC of power storage device 70 reaches the upper limit or higher (YES in step S380), ECU 165 determines that charging of power storage device 70 is completed and ends charging of power storage device 70 (step S390).

[0077] It is noted that the magnitude relationship between above charging power commands 1 to 4 is charging power command 1 < charging power command 2 < charging power command 3 < charging power command 4. In other words, power feeding to block heater 140 and power feeding to electric-powered air conditioner 160 for pre-air conditioning have higher priority than charging of power storage device 70. It is noted that, as shown in Fig. 6, power feeding to block heater 140 has higher priority than power feeding to electric-powered air conditioner 160 for pre-air conditioning.

[0078] It is noted that charging power commands 1 to 3 may be set to 0 in the above. In other words, charging of power storage device 70 may not be performed when at least one of power feeding to block heater 140 and power feeding to electric-powered air conditioner 160 for pre-air conditioning is performed.

[0079] As in the foregoing, in the present first embodiment, block heater 140 can be electrically connected to charger 120. Since electric power is fed from charger 120 to block heater 140 when block heater 140 is electrically connected to charger 120, it is unnecessary to separately provide a power cable for power feeding from the power supply external to the vehicle to block heater 140. In addition, since charger 120 is controlled to give higher priority to power feeding to block heater 140 than to charging of power storage device 70, power feeding to block heater 140 is attained even if power storage device 70 cannot be charged sufficiently from the power supply external to the vehicle. Hence, according to the present first embodiment, the user’s convenience can be taken into consideration and engine 10 can be appropriately warmed up.

[0080] In addition, in the present first embodiment, power supply port 130 for receiving electric power from charger 120 is provided within engine room 90 and block heater 140 is configured to be attachable/detachable from/to power supply port 130. Hence, according to the present first embodiment, whether or not to use block heater 140 can be readily changed, depending on the user’s intention.

[0081] Furthermore, in the present first embodiment, charger 120 controls charging of power storage device 70 from power supply 210, power feeding to block heater 140 connected to power supply port 130, and pre-air conditioning by electric-powered air conditioner 160, in a co-
ordained manner. Specifically, priority, from highest to lowest, is given to power feeding to block heater 140, pre-air conditioning and charging of power storage device 70, and charging of power storage device 70 is controlled so as not to exceed the rated power that can be supplied from power supply 210. Hence, according to the present first embodiment, the optimum electric power management is achieved within the range of the rated power that can be supplied from power supply 210.

[Modification]

[0082] The plug-in hybrid vehicle travels by giving higher priority to the use of the electric power stored in the power storage device than to the use of fuel of the engine. Therefore, unless large driving force for traveling is requested, the engine does not start until the SOC of the power storage device decreases. Accordingly, the engine that was warmed up at the time of charging of the power storage device from the power supply external to the vehicle may cool down during traveling, and the startability of the engine may deteriorate at the time of traveling. Thus, in the above first embodiment, power supply port 130 to which block heater 140 can be connected is provided within engine room 90 and connected to charger 120, so that electric power can be fed from power storage device 70 through charger 120 to block heater 140 at the time of traveling.

[0083] Fig. 8 is a flowchart for describing the operation of ECU 165 in a modification of the first embodiment at the time of traveling. It is noted that the process in this flowchart is also called for execution from a main routine at regular time intervals or whenever a predefined condition is satisfied.

[0084] Referring to Fig. 8, ECU 165 determines whether or not the operation mode of the vehicle is the traveling mode (step S410). For example, when a start switch for activating the vehicle system, an ignition switch or the like is ON, ECU 165 determines that the operation mode is the traveling mode. If it is determined that the operation mode is not the traveling mode (NO in step S410), ECU 165 does not execute the subsequent process and moves the process to step S450.

[0085] If it is determined in step S410 that the operation mode is the traveling mode (YES in step S410), ECU 165 determines whether or not the temperature of the cooling water of engine 10 is lower than threshold temperature X, based on the detected value of temperature TE from temperature sensor 170 (Fig. 1) (step S420). If it is determined that the temperature of the cooling water of engine 10 is lower than threshold temperature X (YES in step S420), ECU 165 determines whether or not power supply plug 150 of block heater 140 is connected to power supply port 130 (Fig. 1), based on signal HC (step S430). If it is determined that block heater 140 is connected to power supply port 130 (YES in step S430), ECU 165 turns on relay 362 (Fig. 3), and in addition, controls AC/DC converting units 310 and 340 as well as DC/AC converting unit 320 such that electric power is fed from power storage device 70 through AC/DC converting unit 340, insulating transformer 330, DC/AC converting unit 320, and AC/DC converting unit 310 in turn to block heater 140 (step S440).

[0087] On the other hand, if it is determined in step S420 that the temperature of the cooling water of engine 10 is higher than or equal to threshold temperature X (NO in step S420), or if it is determined in step S430 that block heater 140 is not connected to power supply port 130 (NO in step S430), ECU 165 moves the process to step S450.

[0088] As in the foregoing, according to the present modification, electric power is fed from power storage device 70 to block heater 140 connected to power supply port 130 at the time of traveling as well, and thereby, engine 10 can be warmed up.

[Second Embodiment]

[0089] In the present second embodiment, a configuration is described, in which an electrically heated catalyst (that will also be referred to as "EHC (Electrically Heated Catalyst)" hereinafter) is provided at an exhaust path of engine 10, and electric power can be fed from power storage device 70 to block heater 140 and the EHC at the time of traveling.

[0090] Fig. 9 is an overall block diagram of a plug-in hybrid vehicle according to the second embodiment. Referring to Fig. 9, this plug-in hybrid vehicle 1A further includes an EHC 190 and includes a charger 120A and an ECU 165A instead of charger 120 and ECU 165, respectively, as compared with the configuration of plug-in hybrid vehicle 1 shown in Fig. 1.

[0091] EHC 190 is an electrically heated catalyst device for purifying exhaust gas and is provided at the exhaust path of engine 10. EHC 190 is electrically connected to charger 120A and receives operation power from charger 120A.

[0092] Charger 120A is electrically connected to charging port 110, power storage device 70, power supply port 130, and EHC 190. Charger 120A is configured to be capable of supplying electric power from power storage device 70 to EHC 190 and power supply port 130 in the traveling mode.

[0093] Fig. 10 is a configuration diagram of charger 120A and ECU 165A shown in Fig. 9. Referring to Fig. 10, charger 120A further includes relays 364 and 380 as compared with the configuration of charger 120 shown in Fig. 3.

[0094] EHC 190 is connected between AC/DC converting unit 340 and insulating transformer 330 with relay 364 interposed. Relay 364 is turned on/off based on a drive signal from ECU 165A.

[0095] In a power line through which electric power is input from charging port 110, relay 380 is placed between a connection node of power supply port 130 and charging port 110. Relay 380 is turned on/off by ECU 165A.
[0096] In the traveling mode, ECU 165A controls power feeding from power storage device 70 to EHC 190 and power feeding to block heater 140 connected to power supply port 130, in a coordinated manner, by using a method that will be described hereinafter. In addition, ECU 165A turns off relay 380 such that a voltage is not applied to charging port 110, at the time of power feeding from power storage device 70 to EHC 190 and block heater 140.

[0097] It is noted that the remaining configuration of charger 120A is the same as that of charger 120 in the first embodiment.

[0098] Fig. 11 is a flowchart for describing the operation of ECU 165A shown in Fig. 10 at the time of traveling. It is noted that the process in this flowchart is also called for execution from a main routine at regular time intervals or whenever a predefined condition is satisfied.

[0099] Referring to Fig. 11, this flowchart further includes steps S415 and S460 as compared with the flowchart shown in Fig. 8. In other words, if it is determined in step S410 that the operation mode is the traveling mode (YES in step S410), ECU 165A determines whether or not theSOC of power storage device 70 is lower than a prescribed threshold value (step S415). It is noted that this threshold value is a value for determining that startup of engine 10 is requested soon to charge power storage device 70, and can be set to a value that is slightly higher than a lower limit of the SOC at which startup of engine 10 is requested.

[0100] If it is determined in step S415 that the SOC of power storage device 70 is lower than the threshold value (YES in step S415), startup of engine 10 is anticipated. Then, ECU 165A turns on relay 380 such that AC electric power is fed from power storage device 70 through AC/DC converting unit 340 to EHC 190 (step S460). In other words, when startup of engine 10 is anticipated, power feeding to EHC 190 has high priority even if a condition for power feeding to block heater 140 is satisfied.

[0101] On the other hand, if it is determined in step S415 that the SOC of power storage device 70 is higher than or equal to the threshold value (NO in step S415), ECU 165A turns off relay 380 (step S420).

[0102] As in the foregoing, according to the present second embodiment, electric power can be fed to EHC 190 and block heater 140 at the right time.

[Third Embodiment]

[0103] In each of the above embodiments, the AC electric power supplied from power supply 210 external to the vehicle is provided to neutral points of first MG 20 and second MG 30 and power storage device 70 is charged by using an inverter that configures motor drive device 60, and in addition, electric power can be fed from power supply 210 to block heater 140.

[0104] Fig. 12 is a configuration diagram of an electrical system of a plug-in hybrid vehicle according to the third embodiment. Referring to Fig. 12, a power line PL1 has one end connected to a neutral point 22 of first MG 20, and a power line PL2 has one end connected to a neutral point 32 of second MG 30. Power lines PL1 and PL2 have the other ends connected to charging port 110. Power supply port 130 to which block heater 140 can be connected is connected to power lines PL1 and PL2 with relay 362 interposed therebetween.

[0105] Motor drive device 60 for driving first MG 20 and second MG 30 includes a first inverter 410, a second inverter 420 and a boost converter 430.

[0106] First inverter 410 and second inverter 420 are provided correspondingly to first MG 20 and second MG 30, respectively, and connected to a main positive bus MPL and a main negative bus MNL with first inverter 410 and second inverter 420 in parallel. Each of first inverter 410 and second inverter 420 is formed of a three-phase bridge circuit.

[0107] First inverter 410 receives electric power from main positive bus MPL and main negative bus MNL, and drives first MG 20. In addition, first inverter 410 receives motive power of engine 10, converts AC electric power generated by first MG 20 to DC electric power, and outputs the DC electric power to main positive bus MPL and main negative bus MNL.

[0108] Second inverter 420 receives electric power from main positive bus MPL and main negative bus MNL, and drives second MG 30. In addition, at the time of braking of the vehicle, second inverter 420 receives rotational force of drive wheel 80, converts AC electric power generated by second MG 30 to DC electric power, and outputs the DC electric power to main positive bus MPL and main negative bus MNL.

[0109] In addition, when power storage device 70 is charged from power supply 210 external to the vehicle, first inverter 410 and second inverter 420 convert, to DC electric power, AC electric power provided from power supply 210 through power lines PL1 and PL2 to neutral point 22 of first MG 20 and neutral point 32 of second MG 30, and outputs the converted DC electric power to main positive bus MPL and main negative bus MNL by using a method that will be described hereinafter.

[0110] Boost converter 430 is provided between power storage device 70 and main positive bus MPL as well as main negative bus MNL. Boost converter 430 is formed of a DC chopper circuit including a reactor and two switching elements. Boost converter 430 adjusts the voltage between main positive bus MPL and main negative bus MNL to a predefined voltage that is higher than or equal to the voltage of power storage device 70.

[0111] Fig. 13 illustrates a zero-phase equivalent circuit of first and second inverters 410 and 420 as well as
first and second MGs 20 and 30 shown in Fig. 12. Each of first inverter 410 and second inverter 420 is formed of a three-phase bridge circuit as shown in Fig. 12, and there are eight patterns of on/off combinations of six switching elements in each inverter. In the two of the eight switching patterns, an interphase voltage becomes zero, and such a voltage state is referred to as a zero voltage vector. The zero voltage vector can be understood that the three switching elements of the upper arm are in the same switching state (all ON or OFF), and similarly, the three switching elements of the lower arm are in the same switching state.

During charging of power storage device 70 from power supply 210 external to the vehicle, the zero voltage vector is controlled in first inverter 410 and second inverter 420. Therefore, in this Fig. 13, the three switching elements of the upper arm of first inverter 410 are collectively shown as an upper arm 410A, and the three switching elements of the lower arm of first inverter 410 are collectively shown as a lower arm 410B. Similarly, the three switching elements of the upper arm of second inverter 420 are collectively shown as an upper arm 420A, and the three switching elements of the lower arm of second inverter 420 are collectively shown as a lower arm 420B.

As shown in Fig. 13, this zero-phase equivalent circuit can be regarded as a single-phase PWM converter that accepts an input of the single-phase AC electric power provided from power supply 210 to neutral point 22 of first MG 20 and neutral point 32 of second MG 30. Thus, by changing the zero voltage vector in first inverter 410 and second inverter 420 and controlling switching of first inverter 410 and second inverter 420 so that first inverter 410 and second inverter 420 operate as the upper arm of the single-phase PWM converter, the AC electric power supplied from power supply 210 can be converted to DC electric power and power storage device 70 can be charged.

Referring again to Fig. 12, in the present third embodiment, first MG 20, second MG 30 and motor drive device 60 implement the charging function by charger 140 in the first embodiment. Power supply port 130 to which block heater 140 is connected is connected to power supply port 130, and a switch 145 may be provided in order that the user can switch between the operation and the non-operation of block heater 140, as shown in Fig. 14. It is noted that switch 145 may be provided at block heater 140, or may be provided at an instrumental panel and the like in the vehicle interior to be capable of remotely controlling block heater 140.

In addition, although power feeding to block heater 140 has higher priority than charging of power storage device 70, and when the temperature of engine 10 rises and power feeding to block heater 140 ends, power storage device 70 is charged until the SOC reaches the upper limit in the above, an input unit (such as switch) may be provided in order that the user can select whether or not power storage device 70 is charged after power feeding to block heater 140 ends.

It is noted that, in each of the above embodiments, a series/parallel-type hybrid vehicle has been described, in which motive power of engine 10 can be split into drive wheel 80 and first MG 20 by employing power split device 40. The present invention, however, is also applicable to other types of hybrid vehicles. In other words, the present invention is also applicable to, for example, a so-called series-type hybrid vehicle using engine 10 only for driving first MG 20 and generating the driving force of the vehicle by employing only second MG 30, a hybrid vehicle in which only regenerative energy among kinetic energy generated by engine 10 is recovered as electric energy, a motor-assisted-type hybrid vehicle in which an engine is used as a main power source and a motor assists the engine as required, and the like.

It is noted that, in the above, engine 10 corresponds to "internal combustion engine" in the present invention, and second MG 30 corresponds to "motor" in the present invention. In addition, charging port 110 corresponds to "electric power receiving unit" in the present invention, and chargers 120 and 120A correspond to "charging device" in the present invention. Furthermore, block heater 140 corresponds to "heater" in the present invention, and ECUs 165 and 165A correspond to "controller" in the present invention.

Furthermore, temperature sensor 170 corresponds to "first temperature sensor" in the present invention, and temperature sensor 180 corresponds to "second temperature sensor" in the present invention. Fur-
thermore, EHC 190 corresponds to "electrically heated catalyst device" in the present invention, and first MG 20 and first inverter 410 form "electric power generating device" in the present invention.

[0122] It should be understood that the embodiments disclosed herein are illustrative and not limitative in any respect. The scope of the present invention is defined by the terms of the claims, rather than the above description of the embodiments, and is intended to include any modifications within the scope and meaning equivalent to the terms of the claims.

DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE SIGNS

[0123] 1, 1A plug-in hybrid vehicle; 10 engine; 20 first MG; 22, 32 neutral point; 30 second MG; 40 power split device; 50 reduction gear; 60 drive device; 70 power storage device; 80 drive wheel; 90 engine room; 110 charging port; 120, 120A charger; 130 power supply port; 140 block heater; 145 switch; 150 power supply plug; 160 electric-powered air conditioner; 165, 165A ECU; 170, 180 temperature sensor; 190 EHC; 200 connector; 210 power supply; 310, 340 AC/DC converting unit; 320 DC/AC converting unit; 330 insulating transformer; 362, 364, 380 relay; 372, 374, 378 current sensor; 376 voltage sensor; 410, 420 inverter; 410A, 420A upper arm; 410B, 420B lower arm; 430 boost converter; MPL main positive bus; MNL main negative bus; PL1, PL2 power line

Claims

1. A hybrid vehicle that travels by using motive power output from at least one of an internal combustion engine (10) and a motor (30) for vehicle traveling, comprising:
   - a power storage device (70) for storing electric power to be supplied to said motor;
   - an electric power receiving unit (110) for receiving electric power supplied from a power supply (210) external to the vehicle;
   - a charging device (120, 120A) configured to convert a voltage of electric power input from said electric power receiving unit and charge said power storage device;
   - a heater (140) for receiving operation power from said charging device and warming up said internal combustion engine; and
   - a controller (165, 165A) for controlling said charging device to give higher priority to power feeding to said heater than to charging of said power storage device, when said heater is electrically connected to said charging device.

2. The hybrid vehicle according to claim 1, wherein said controller changes charging control over said power storage device based on whether or not said heater is electrically connected to said charging device.

3. The hybrid vehicle according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising
   - a power supply port (130) provided within an engine room where said internal combustion engine is housed, for receiving electric power from said charging device, wherein said heater is configured to be attachable/detachable from/to said power supply port.

4. The hybrid vehicle according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising
   - a switch (145) for switching between operation and non-operation of said heater, wherein said controller controls said charging device to give higher priority to power feeding to said heater than to charging of said power storage device, when said switch is ON.

5. The hybrid vehicle according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising
   - a first temperature sensor (170) for detecting a temperature of said internal combustion engine, wherein said controller controls charging of said power storage device and power feeding to said heater, based on a value detected by said first temperature sensor and a state of charge of said power storage device.

6. The hybrid vehicle according to claim 5, wherein said controller controls said charging device to give higher priority to power feeding to said heater than to charging of said power storage device, when the value detected by said first temperature sensor is lower than a first predefined value and said heater is electrically connected to said charging device.

7. The hybrid vehicle according to claim 6, wherein said controller controls said charging device to end power feeding to said heater when the value detected by said first temperature sensor reaches said first predefined value or higher, and controls said charging device to charge said power storage device when an amount of a state indicating the state of charge of said power storage device is lower than a second predefined value at the end of power feeding to said heater.

8. The hybrid vehicle according to claim 6, wherein said controller controls said charging device to charge said power storage device, when said heater is electrically disconnected from said charging device and when an amount of a state indicating the state of charge of said power storage device is lower than a second predefined value.

9. The hybrid vehicle according to claim 5, further com-
prising:
a second temperature sensor (180) for detecting a temperature of a vehicle interior; and
an electric-powered air conditioner (160) operated by the electric power stored in said power storage device or the electric power input from said electric power receiving unit, wherein said electric-powered air conditioner conditions air in said vehicle interior before a user gets in the vehicle, based on a pre-air-conditioning command for requesting air conditioning of said vehicle interior before the user gets in the vehicle, and
said controller controls charging of said power storage device, power feeding to said heater and operation of said electric-powered air conditioner, based on further a value detected by said second temperature sensor and said pre-air-conditioning command.

10. The hybrid vehicle according to claim 9, wherein said controller controls said charging device to give higher priority to power feeding to said heater than to charging of said power storage device and the operation of said electric-powered air conditioner, when the value detected by said first temperature sensor is lower than a predefined value and said heater is electrically connected to said charging device.

11. The hybrid vehicle according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising an electrically heated catalyst device (190) for receiving electric power from said power storage device and purifying exhaust gas discharged from said internal combustion engine, wherein said controller (165A) exercises electric power control to give higher priority to power feeding to said electrically heated catalyst device than to power feeding to said heater, when startup of said internal combustion engine is anticipated.

12. The hybrid vehicle according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising an electric power generating device (20, 410) configured to generate electric power by using the motive power output from said internal combustion engine and charge said power storage device, wherein said controller controls said charging device to feed electric power from said power storage device to said heater, when said electric power receiving unit does not receive electric power from said power supply.

13. A method for controlling electric power of a hybrid vehicle that travels by using motive power output from at least one of an internal combustion engine (10) and a motor (30) for vehicle traveling, said hybrid vehicle including:
a power storage device (70) for storing electric power to be supplied to said motor;
an electric power receiving unit (110) for receiving electric power supplied from a power supply (210) external to the vehicle;
a charging device (120, 120A) configured to convert a voltage of electric power input from said electric power receiving unit and charge said power storage device; and
a heater (140) for receiving operation power from said charging device and warming up said internal combustion engine, and
said method for controlling electric power comprising the steps of:
determining whether or not said heater is electrically connected to said charging device; and
controlling said charging device to give higher priority to power feeding to said heater than to charging of said power storage device, when it is determined that said heater is electrically connected to said charging device.

14. The method for controlling electric power of a hybrid vehicle according to claim 13, further comprising the step of changing charging control over said power storage device based on whether or not said heater is electrically connected to said charging device.

15. The method for controlling electric power of a hybrid vehicle according to claim 13 or 14, further comprising the step of determining whether or not a temperature of said internal combustion engine is lower than a predefined value, wherein in the step of controlling said charging device, said charging device is controlled to give higher priority to power feeding to said heater than to charging of said power storage device, when it is determined that said temperature is lower than said predefined value and it is determined that said heater is electrically connected to said charging device.

16. The method for controlling electric power of a hybrid vehicle according to claim 15, wherein said hybrid vehicle further includes an electric-powered air conditioner (160) operated by the electric power stored in said power storage device or the electric power input from said electric power receiving unit, said electric-powered air conditioner conditions air in a vehicle interior before a user gets in the vehicle, based on a pre-air-conditioning command for re-
questing air conditioning of said vehicle interior before the user gets in the vehicle, and
in the step of controlling said charging device, said charging device is controlled to give higher priority to power feeding to said heater than to charging of said power storage device and operation of said electric-powered air conditioner.

17. The method for controlling electric power of a hybrid vehicle according to claim 13 or 14, wherein said hybrid vehicle further includes an electrically heated catalyst device (190) for receiving electric power from said power storage device and purifying exhaust gas discharged from said internal combustion engine, and said method for controlling electric power further comprises the step of exercising electric power control to give higher priority to power feeding to said electrically heated catalyst device than to power feeding to said heater, when startup of said internal combustion engine is anticipated.
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